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Offieat ‘Prelude’ benefits from skilled cast
By DENNIS THOMPSON
Suburban News Theater Critic

Otterbein College Theatre
is presenting Prelude to a
Kiss, Craig Lucas’ bitter
sweet tale of the nature of
love, sacrifice and the pain
of aging.
It’s an unusual combina
tion, but one that has taken
the play from Broadway to
revivals everywhere and
even onto the silver screen.
After
a
whirlwind
courtship, Rita and Peter
have just been married. An
old man wanders into the
wedding and gives the bride
a good-luck kiss. Afterward,
Rita undergoes such. a. total
transfoimation that Peter can
only conclude she and the
old man have somehow ex
changed souls.
The baffled young hus
band sorts through this
process, sorts through his
love for the person in front
of him, sorts through the na
ture of love of body versus
love of soul.
This sounds heavy and
even metaphysical. And in a
way it is. But in addition to
being thoughtful, it is also
charming and funny.
Clare Schmidt makes an
impressive showing in her
main-stage Otterbein debut.
As Rita, she is effervescent,
giggly and lively, sexy in

REVIEW
so subtly, becoming slightly
coarse, somewhat lumber
ing. This is a role that could
lead
a
performer
to
extremes, but she skillfully
- avoids the temptation.-........
The sarne can be said
about David Q. Combs as
the old man, though that
might be more expected, as
he is a guest Equity actor
with 35 ye^s’ experience.
Combs is a treat as a
woman in a man’s body,
capturing Rita’s frightened
exuberance and soft caring.
He expertly adds small
touches, from a lightened
voice to the toss of hair. As
the old man, he is gruff and
worldly.
Drew Aber narrates us
though this as Peter, sharing
his thoughts with the audij-

ence as we see him falling in the cast gamely attends to
love, then staying there the needs of the large audito
“through better and worse.” rium while aiming for the in
He exhibits the youthful fer timacy crucial for this work.
vor of love and the ensuing
While the smaller space
confused frustration of a would have made our con
husband who no longer rec nection easier, we still conognizes his wife.
; nect and enjoy this unusual
The supporting cast is uni journey.
formly strong. David R.
Bahgat has great comic mo
Otterbein College The
ments as the best fnend, atre 's Prelude to a Kiss con
Taylor. Meg Ward and tinues at 8 p.m. Thursday
Lucas Dixon are quite funny through Saturday at Cowan
in their interplay as Rita’s Hall, 30 S. Grove St., West
parents.
erville. Tickets are $15. For
Dan Gray’sa set
atL design
ucaigii iniim- more
more information
injo
call 614tially seems Shakespearean,\ 823-1109.
a large, gray, rock-like wall V
with windows from wHichp
when lighted, we expect to
see Rapunzel drop her hair.
But after being initially
disconcerting, it blends into
an accepted every-scene
mode, from office to bar to
beach to home. Furniture
slides in and out on its own,
a cool effect.
Director Dermis Romer at
tends to the humor, guides
his cast through the physicality of various ages, and
highlights the pathos.
I’m not sure why this is
being presented in cavernous
Cowan Hall - it seems better
suited for the intimacy of the
Campus Center Theatre. But
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the ensuing confused frustra
tion of a husband who no
longer recognizes his wife.
The supporting cast is uni
formly strong. David R. Bahgat has great comic moments
as the best friend, Taylor. Meg
Ward and Lucas Dixon are
quite funny in their interplay
as Rita’s parents.
Dan Gray’s set design ini
tially seems Shakespearean, a

^
large, gray, roclc-like wall with
windows from which, when
lighted, we expect to see Rapunzel drop her hair.
But after being initially dis
concerting, it blends into an
accepted every-scene mode,
from office to bar to beach to
home. Furniture slides in and
out on its own, a cool effect.
Director Dennis Romer at
tends to the humor, guides his
cast through tlie physicali^ of
various ages, and highlights
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journe
the pathos.
I’m not sure why this is
Otterbein College Theatre s
being presented in cavernous
■elude
to a Kiss continues at
Cowan Hall — it seems better
p.m. Thursday through Satsuited for the intimacy of the
'dav at Cowan Hall, 30 S.
Campus Center Theatre. But
Irove St, Westerville. Tickets
the cast gamely attends to the
re $f5. For more infoma-,
needs of the large auditorium
Ion
call 614-823-1109.
while aiming for the intimacy
crucial for this work.
While the smaller space
would have made our con
nection easier, we still con
nect and enjoy this unusual
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Troupe lets acting do the talking

Otterbeln’s ‘Prelude’
MIKE MUNDEN I OISWCH
Guest artist David Combs
Michael Grossberg is Dispatch
finds resonance in the themes
theater critic.
Performing in Prelude to a Kiss, from left: Clare Schmidt, David
of Prelude to a Kiss.
mgrossberg@dlspatch.com
Combs and Drew Aber
"It’s such a lovely fantasy
about two people who are
slightly broken but complete
each other,” Combs said.
' “Life is kind of fragile, and we
take It for granted a lot. When
you’re living it, you should reach
out and grab it with both hands
and not be afraid.”
November 12, 2005 - February 20, 2006
Combs plays the Old Man in
the Otterbein College Theatre
production of Craig Lucas’ ro
Step inside the wondrous world
mantic fable, opening tonight
on the Westerville campus.
of chocolate - from the roots of
It’s a tricky role because the
the
tree to the candy factory!
Old Man unexpectedly trades
bodies with a newlywed wife,
Take an interactive journey through a 20-foot
complicating her honeymoon
and threatening her marriage.
cacao pod, a rainforest with liye cacao trees,
“The Old Man wants to have
and a life-size chocolate factory I
it all again,” Combs said, “but
then realizes that that’s not
Don’t miss this imaginative adventure for all
really right and these two young
kids deserve to be together.”
ages, featuring more than 25 programs and
The actor, who lives in Los
events for every member of your family!
Angeles and arrived in Colum
bus in early January to begin re
hearsals, has had a 35-year act- •
For more information on this exhibition, and a
tng career that includes Broad
complete listing of events' and programming,
way, off-Broadway, national
visitfpconservatory.org
tours, regional theater, films and
television — including a recent
role as a teacher on The West
Wing.
In Columbus, Combs played
Lead Sponsors------------------------------------------------------------------------ !-------the Rev. Jim Casey in Contem
porary American Theatre Com
Baltelle
ni»rli
I
pany’s The Grapes of Wrath and,
( h <u-o ! a IV \
... .
i
/i,. 7/v/.^,.//,
■>..■///
yi“J|IUllll I .1^ ^
at Otterbein, John Haider in
Iht.y f . dh.H
/«'?,/
>■ ! hi ilR'i
Good and the Count in The
Major Support___ ___ ___^^____ '------'__ ____________ —___
Passion ofDracula.
Combs, 57, isn’t daunted by
Nationwide
CardinalHeoitli
the challenge of shifting gears,
Foundation
Worthincton
soon after he appears onstage,
National Exhibition Sponsor.
to play a woman trapped in a
man’s body.
“It’s a slight physical change
•' This exhibit is made possible by Dove-^ Chocolate.
because his body is pretty shot
with cancer and diabetes. So
*
you’re just trying to show a
young soul trapped in an old
▼ FRANKI.IN I’ARK
body.”
Director Dennis Romer said
CONStRVA;roR\
\L
the play’s major challenge Is
\f 6si liti
Co,
encouraging the audience to
Visit www.fpconservatory.org
take “the leap of faith ... that
. ,’U'
this kind of transformation
could take place.”
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On a deeper level, Preiude to a
Kiss dramatizes an everyday
issue: the process of aging and
how that ^ects relationships,
Romer said.
“It’s really a peek into a pos
sible future. People aren’t ready
for their partner to change.”
Prelude to a Kiss will be pre
sented at 7:30 tonight, 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m.
Sunday — and 8 p.m. Feb. 2-4 —
in Cowan Hall, 30 S. Grove St.,
Westerville. Tickets cost $15.
Call 614-823-1109.

|

the shows, the visual artworks,
all our productions actually are
the outcome of a collective
process, for good.”
Performances, suggested for
mature audiences because of
adult subjects, will be at
8 tonight through Saturday
night and 2 p.m. Sunday in the
Wexner Center performance
space, 1871 N. High St. Tickets
cost $16, or $13 for members,
$10 for students. Call 614-2923535.

THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

No names, please: The French
and Austrian performers in
Superamas prefer anonymity.
That's why no company
members — just guest perform
ers — are named in the program
for the U.S.
tour of Big
2nd epistle
(shoud
business),
which will
open tonight
in the Wexner
Center for the
Arts.
“We would
MICHAEL
love to be
trusted — not GROSSBERG
personally, of
course (who can really afford
that?) — but artistically,” the
troupe wrote in a collective email interview — the only type
it does.
“We consider Superamas as a
label that can he trusted for Its
seriousness and lightness."
The members prefer to oper
ate as a collective because they
don't share “the conservative
concept of an artist being in
spired and having so much to
deliver to the world.”
Instead, Superamas views its
work as a “demolition” of the
traditional artist’s “ivory tower.”
Since its first work. Building,
in 1999, the company has in
cluded video and materials from
everyday life in its shows.
Big 2nd episode (showlbusiness) is a multimedia perform
ance piece about the troupe’s
favorite subjects: mass culture
and consumerism.
The work, which begins with
two men meeting an airline
hostess at an airport cosmetics
boutique, blends video, theater,
dance and techniques from
reality shows, soap operas and
commercial advertising.
Rather than identifying most
closely with European theater
artists, Superamas is influenced
and inspired by video and film
artists such as Spike Jonze
{Adaptation).
When pressed for information
about their ages and back
grounds, Superamas members
replied only with an acknowl
edgment that they come from a
variety of artistic fields: per
formance, dance, music, cinema
theory and industrial design.
A sense of humor — and
modesty — seems to be an
Important ingredieru in their
shows.
“We do not feel comfortable
criticizing things or mocking
them if we do not include our
selves in this big circus.
“We have no problem with
different approaches, but for us.

IJon’t let your wife ki^ “
i^terious old men
Theciter
How well do you really know that per
son on the other side of the bed? That's the
universal question lurking behind the
supernatural mystery m Prelnade t® a
Kiss.

RICHARD APES

Craig Lucas’s modem fairy tale begins
at the party where Peter and Rita meet. A
few passionate weeks later, they’re already
Like Schmidt, he suggests the presence of
exchanging wedding vows.
an alien soul and gender gracefully, in this
That’s when the trouble beg^. An
case by adding a gentler dimension to his
elderly stranger appears following the cere
voice and demeanor.
mony arid asks if he can kiss the young
Supporting cast members aU perform
bride. Rita obliges, and Peter’s new wife
weU, with the slight caveat that Meg Ward
suddenly becomes someone he barely
recognizes.
Rita is a one-time
socialist and longtime
insomniac, but during
their honeymoon in
Jamaica, she’s suddenly
sleeping soundly and
ignoring the class and
racial inequality around
them. What’s more, she
can’t remember the most
obvious details about her
life.
Peter comes to the
unthinkable conclusion
that Rita and the stranger
at the wedding have
somehow switched souls.
rest of the play
details his desperate
attempts to put things
______________ Clare Schmidt, David Q. Combs and Drew
right.
]y[y first expenence
Aber in Otterbein College Theatre’s Prelude to a Kiss
with this popular comedy
was mixed—I lost inter
est about halfway
could age herself more as Rita’s mother.
through. That didn’t happen with Otterbein
Other important players are Lucas Dixon
CoUego ® current production, probably
as Rita’s father and David R. Bahgat as
because director Dennis Romer pulls such
Peter’s co-worker and fiiend, Taylor.
gjgjjfuUy shaded performances out of his
Dan Gray’s set design is dominated by a
massive backdrop that looks like a stone
^^Clare Schmidt doesn’t dig deep in her
wall with tree roots growing just below the
rtrayul of Rita, but her bubbly, flirtatious
surface. Pieces of furniture glide in and out
f he on the leftist is ei\joyable. She’s just as
on their own, making scene changes fast
easy W
Rita’s transformation at
and entertaining.
the wedding, when she suggests the presAt its core. Prelude is a love story with
of n male personality with measured
supernatural overtones. But Lucas’
change® in her voice and posture.
thoughtfiil ruminations on gender, aging
^ the puzzled Peter and the narrator of
and the fluid nature of the human personal
the tale, Drew Aber gives an tinforced per
ity will stay with viewers long after they’ve
formance that effortlessly holds the plot
forgotten about Rita and Peter.
together. Just as importantly, he and
Sefunidt develop great rapport during the
parlv scenes, making their characters’
® g^ed relationship foOowing the wedding
®ll the more unsettling.
Otterbein College Theatre will present Prelude to
^ Rest of all is guest Equity actor David Q.
a Kiss at 8 p.m. tonight througn Saturday at
Cowan Hall, 30 S. Grove St. in Westerville.
P
bs as the stranger who seems to
Running time: 1 hour, 25 minutes (including
tch personalities with Rita He makes
®^ a brief appearance in Act I, but his
intermission). Tickets are $15. 823-1109.
-^—[j.jtjttfiens'become invaluable in Act H.
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